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SL(2;R)-REPRESENTATIONS OF A BRIESKORN HOMOLOGY
3-SPHERE
TERUAKI KITANO AND YOSHIKAZU YAMAGUCHI
Abstract. We classify SL(2;C)-representations of a Brieskorn homol-
ogy 3-sphere. We show any irreducible representation into SL(2;C) is
conjugate to that into either SU(2) or SL(2;R). We also give a construc-
tion of SL(2;R)-representations for a Brieskorn homology 3-sphere from
PSL(2;R)-representations of the base orbifold fundamental group.
1. Introduction
In [7], the second author studied the asymptotic behavior of the Rei-
demeister torsion for Seifert fibered spaces with SL(2;C)-representations
which are not realized by SU(2)-ones. We are interested in finding out what
is the difference between irreducible SL(2;C)-representations and SU(2)-
ones in the cases of Brieskorn homology 3-spheres. We will see that irre-
ducible SL(2;C)-representations consists of SU(2)-ones and SL(2;R)-ones,
up to conjugate. The latter ingredients are constructed by homomorphisms
from the fundamental group of the base orbifold into PSL(2;R). We give
a concrete correspondence between SL(2;R)-representations of a Brieskorn
homology 3-sphere and PSL(2;R)-representations of the fundamental group
of the base orbifold. This correspondence is derived by covering maps in a
sequence of Seifert fibered spaces.
Let Σ(a1, a2, a3) be a Brieskorn homology 3-sphere which is defined by
Σ(a1, a2, a3) = {(z1, z2, z3) ∈ C3 | za11 + za22 + za33 = 0, |z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z3|2 = 1}.
Here a1, a2, a3 are pairwise coprime positive integers. We may assume a2,
a3 are odd without the loss of generality.
Our main result in this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let ρ be an irreducible representation of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) into
SL(2;C). If ρ is not conjugate to an SU(2)-representation, then ρ is con-
jugate to an SL(2;R)-representation which is induced by a homomorphism
from the fundamental group of the base orbifold into PSL(2;R).
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It is well known that Σ(a1, a2, a3) admits a structure of Seifert fibered
space
Σ(a1, a2, a3) → S 2(a1, a2, a3)
such that the base orbifold is S 2(a1, a2, a3), which is topologically S 2 with
three cone points. We write Γ(a1, a2, a3) to the orbifold fundamental group
of S 2(a1, a2, a3) with a presentation
Γ(a1, a2, a3) = 〈x, y, z | xa1 = ya2 = za3 = xyz = 1〉.
In this article, we consider irreducible representations of π1Σ(a1, a2.a3)
into Lie groups SL(2;C), SU(2), SL(2;R). For a Lie group G, we denote the
space of conjugacy classes of irreducible representations of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3)
into G by RG.
Remark 1.2. We consider conjugacy classes of irreducible representations
under conjugation by SL(2;C).
There are many studies on RSU(2), and RSL(2;C) which are related with
SU(2), or SL(2;C)-Casson invariant of a homology 3-sphere.
In [3] Fintushel and Stern proved that RSU(2) is a finite set. In particular
the number is expressed as
|RSU(2)| =
(a1 − 1)(a2 − 1)(a3 − 1)
4
− |X0|
where the finite set X0 is defined by
X0 = {(k, l,m) | 0 < k < a1, 0 < l < a2, 0 < m < a3, k
a1
+
l
a2
+
m
a3
< 1}.
They also proved that
|RSU(2)| = 2|λ(Σ(a1, a2, a3))|
where λ(Σ(a1, a2, a3)) is the Casson invariant of Σ(a1, a2, a3).
Remark 1.3. In fact they studied the space of conjugacy classes of SU(2)-
representations under conjugation by SU(2) itself. However it is equal to
RSU(2) for a Brieskorn homology 3-sphere.
Curtis [2] defined the SL(2;C)-Casson invariant for homology 3-spheres
by counting conjugacy classes of irreducible SL(2;C)-representations. Fur-
ther Boden and Curtis [1] proved the equality that
(a1 − 1)(a2 − 1)(a3 − 1)
4
= |RSL(2;C)|
= λSL(2;C)(Σ(a1, a2, a3))
by looking into representations of Γ(2a1, a2, a3) in SL(2;C).
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Hence Fintushel-Stern’s formula can be expressed as
λSL(2;C)(Σ(a1, a2, a3)) − 2|λ(Σ(a1, a2, a3))| = |X0|.
On the other hand, Jankins and Neumann [4] studied the space of ho-
momorphisms from Γ(a1, a2, a3) into PSL(2;R). It is not a finite set, but
connected components can be classified by euler classes for central exten-
sions of Γ(a1, a2, a3) by Z, which belong to H2(Γ(a1, a2, a3);Z). The number
of connected components coincides with 2|X0|.
Corollary 1.4. We have that
λSL(2;C)(Σ(a1, a2, a3)) − 2|λ(Σ(a1, a2, a3))| = |RSL(2;R)|.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Seifert invariants. We say that a Seifert fibered space with three sin-
gular fibers over the sphere has a Seifert invariant
{0; (1, b), (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)}
where b and bi are integers. Here 0 is the genus of S 2(a1, a2, a3). We
write M(0; (1, b), (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)) to the Seifert fibered space by
the above invariant. Please see [5, 6] for general theory of Seifert fibered
spaces.
By using these invariants, the fundamental group π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) has the
following presentation:
〈x, y, z, h | h central, xa1 = h−b1 , ya2 = h−b2 , za3 = h−b3 , xyz = hb〉.
We use the following convention of the euler number for a Seifert fibra-
tion.
Definition 2.1. For M = M(0; (1, b), (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)), we will de-
note the euler number by e(M) defined as
e(M) = −
(
b + b1
a1
+
b2
a2
+
b3
a3
)
∈ Q.
Proposition 2.2. For any M = M(0; (1, b); (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)), one
has
H1(M;Z) ≃ Z/a|e(M)|
where a = a1a2a3.
For the proof, see [5].
Corollary 2.3. If a|e(M)| = 1, then M is a homology 3-sphere. In particular
M  Σ(a1, a2, a3).
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Here and subsequently, we take b, b1, b2, b3 ∈ Z as
a
(
b + b1
a1
+
b2
a2
+
b3
a3
)
= 1.
Since h is corresponding to the regular fiber of Σ(a1, a2, a3), one has a
short exact sequence
1 → 〈h〉 → π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) → Γ(a1, a2, a3) = π1Σ(a1, a2, a3)/〈h〉 → 1.
Further this is a central extension of Γ(a1, a2, a3) by 〈h〉  Z.
If one choose integers β and βi such that
a
∣∣∣∣∣β + β1a1 + β2a2 + β3a3
∣∣∣∣∣ , 1,
then the corresponding Seifert fibered space
M = M(0; (1, β), (a1, β1), (a2, β2), (a3, β3))
is not a homology 3-sphere. We use the symbols M, β and βi for a Seifert
rational homology 3-sphere.
2.2. SL(2;R)-representation. The projective group PSL(2;R) is the quo-
tient SL(2;R)/{±I} where I is the identity matrix. PSL(2;R) acts on RP1 
S 1 as protectively automorphisms. Let P˜SL(2;R) be the universal cover of
PSL(2;R). P˜SL(2;R) also acts on R1 which is the universal cover of RP1.
Then P˜SL(2;R) can be considered as a subgroup in the group of homeo-
morphisms of R. For any r ∈ R, we define
sh(r) : R ∋ x 7→ x + r ∈ R.
The center of P˜SL(2;R) is given by {sh(n) : R→ R | n ∈ Z} = 〈sh(1)〉  Z.
Lemma 2.4. This short exact sequence
0 → Z→ P˜SL(2;R) → PSL(2;R) → 0
is a central extension of PSL(2;R) by Z = 〈sh(1)〉.
Recall that Γ(a1, a2, a3) is the quotient group of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) by the cen-
ter 〈h〉 with the following presentation:
Γ(a1, a2, a3) = 〈x, y, x | xa1 = ya2 = za3 = xyz = 1〉.
Given a homomorphism f : Γ(a1, a2, a3) → PSL(2;R), we take the pull–
back of the central extension
0 → Z→ P˜SL(2;R) → PSL(2;R) → 0.
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This gives a commutative diagram
0 −−−−→ Z −−−−→ Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) −−−−→ Γ(a1, a2, a3) −−−−→ 0∥∥∥∥ y y f
0 −−−−→ Z −−−−→ P˜SL(2;R) −−−−→ PSL(2;R) −−−−→ 0.
Here Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) has the following presentation:
〈x, y, z, h | h central, xa1 = h−β1 , ya2 = h−β2 , za3 = h−β3 , xyz = hβ〉
The classification of the central extension of Γ(a1, a2, a3) is given by the
euler class eu( f ) in
H2(Γ(a1, a2, a3);Z)  〈x0, x1, x2, x3 | a1x1 = x0, a2x2 = x0, a3x3 = x0〉Z
such that eu( f ) = βx0+β1x1 +β2x2+βx3. By the relations, one can normal-
izes any element γ ∈ H2(Γ(a1, a2, a3);Z) as
γ = βx0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x3
such that 0 < β1 < a1, 0 < β2 < a2 and 0 < β3 < a3.
Applying [4, Theorem 1] to our case that a1, a2, a3 are pairwise coprime,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5 (Jankins-Neumann [4]). For any γ = βx0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + βx3,
it equals eu( f ) for some f : Γ(a1, a2, a3) → PSL(2;R) if and only if the
following is true;
(a) β = −1, β1
a1
+
β2
a2
+
β3
a3
< 1,
either
(b) β = −2, β1
a1
+
β2
a2
+
β3
a3
> 2.
Now assume that such an f : Γ(a1, a2, a3) → PSL(2;R) exists. Then there
exists a central extension
0 → 〈h〉 → Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) → Γ(a1, a2, a3) → 1
defined by the pull–back of
0 → Z→ P˜SL(2;R) → PSL(2;R) → 1
such that Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) ∋ h 7→ sh(1) ∈ P˜SL(2;R).
The following holds from the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [4]
Proposition 2.6. Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) is the fundamental group of the Seifert fibered
space with Seifert invariant {0; (1, β), (a1, β1), (a2, β2), (a3, β3)}.
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Hence by composing Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) → P˜SL(2;R) with the projection from
P˜SL(2;R) onto SL(2;R), one has an SL(2;R)-representation
ρ : π1M = Γ˜(a1, a2, a3) → SL(2;R).
Lemma 2.7. The SL(2;R)-representation ρ is irreducible as an SL(2;C)-
representation.
Proof. Suppose that ρ were a reducible SL(2;C)-representation. We can
move the image of π1M into the set of upper triangular matrices by con-
jugation. Under the homomorphism π1M → P˜SL(2;R), we see that xa1 ,
ya2 and za3 are sent to sh(−β1), sh(−β2) and sh(−β3) in P˜SL(2;R) respec-
tively. The images of x, y and z are conjugate to sh(−β1/a1), sh(−β2/a2)
and sh(−β3/a3) in P˜SL(2;R). The projection from P˜SL(2;R) onto SL(2;R)
sends sh(r) to a matrix of trace 2 cos rπ. We can see that tr ρ(xyz) , ±2
from that ρ(x), ρ(y), ρ(z) are upper triangular and that a1, a2, a3 are pairwise
coprime, 0 < βi < ai and
∑3
i=1 βi/ai < 1. This is a contradiction to that
ρ(xyz) = ρ(h)β = (−I)β. 
Note that for M = M(0; (1, β), (a1, β1), (a2, β2), (a3, β3)), it holds that
H1(M;Z)  Z/a|e(M)|
where e(M) is the euler number of the Seifert fibration.
Since Brieskorn homology 3-sphere Σ(a1, a2, a3) is a Seifert fibered space
M(0; (1, b), (a1, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b3)), we can regard Σ(a1, a2, a3) as a univer-
sal abelian cover for each M with a|e(M)| , 1. We denote the induced ho-
momorphism from π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) to π1M by p. If an euler class eu satisfies
a condition in Theorem 2.5, then we have an SL(2;R)-representation ρ of
π1M. We also have an SL(2;R)-representation of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) given by
the pull–back p∗ρ.
Hereafter we focus on SL(2;R)-representations p∗ρ which are induced
from euler classes eu satisfying that β = −1 and β1/a1 + β2/a2 + β3/a3 < 1.
Lemma 2.8. We have a one–to–one correspondence from euler classes sat-
isfying the condition (a) to those satisfying (b) in Theorem 2.5.
Proof. This is given by an orientation reversing homeomorphism between
Seifert fibered spaces. Let M be the Seifert fibered space corresponding to
an euler class satisfying the condition (a). By changing the Seifert invariant,
we can express the Seifert invariant of −M as
−M = −M(0; (1,−1), (a1, β1), (a2, β2), (a3, β3))
= M(0; (1, 1), (a1,−β1), (a2,−β2), (a3,−β3))
= M(0; (1,−2), (a1, a1 − β1), (a2, a2 − β2), (a3, a3 − β3)).
This Seifert invariant satisfies the condition (b). 
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We have an SL(2;R)-representation of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) by the pull-back in-
duced from the universal abelian covering between Seifert fibered spaces.
We write ρeu for the pull–back of an SL(2;R)-representation of π1M corre-
sponding to the euler class eu. We denote by Φ the induced correspondence
between euler classes eu and the conjugacy classes of ρeu, i.e.,
Φ : E → RSL(2;R)(⊂ RSL(2;C))
where E is the set of euler classes eu ∈ H2(Γ(a1, a2, a3);Z) given by eu =
βx0+β1x1+β2x2+β3x3, β = −1, 0 < βi < ai (i = 1, 2, 3) and ∑3i=1(βi/ai) < 1.
Remark 2.9. It is obvious that the set E can be identified with X0.
3. Main result
In this section we prove the main theorem. Here M denotes a Brieskorn
homology 3-sphere Σ(a1, a2, a3).
Theorem 3.1. Let ρ be an irreducible SL(2;C)-representation of π1M. If ρ
is not conjugate to an SU(2)-representation, then there exits a unique euler
class eu ∈ E such that the induced SL(2;R)-representation ρeu is conjugate
to ρ.
Proof. It is shown in [1] that
|RSL(2;C)| =
(a1 − 1)(a2 − 1)(a3 − 1)
4
.
Together with the result [3], we can see that |RSL(2;C)| − |RSU(2)| = |E|. It
remains to prove that
(1) any irreducible SU(2)-representation can not be moved to SL(2;R)-
one under conjugation by a matrix in SL(2;C),
(2) the map Φ is one–to–one.
We divide these proofs into Proposition 3.5 and 3.12. 
Corollary 3.2. We have that |RSL(2;C)| = |RSU(2)| + |RSL(2;R)| by counting the
conjugacy classes as SL(2;C)-representations.
Remark 3.3. It remains the same to count the conjugacy classes of irre-
ducible SU(2)-representations under the both conjugations by SU(2) and
SL(2;C). In the case of SL(2;R), it is not same.
Remark 3.4. There exists an example in which has no irreducible SL(2;R)-
representations. It holds for Σ(2, 3, 5) that |RSL(2;C)| = |RSU(2)|.
The following proposition is folklore.
Proposition 3.5. Let ρ : π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) → SU(2) be an irreducible rep-
resentation. If ρ is conjugate to an SL(2;R)-representation by a matrix in
SL(2;C), then ρ is abelian.
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Proposition 3.5 follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let A, B ∈ SU(2). If there exists P ∈ SL(2;C) such that
PAP−1, PBP−1 ∈ SL(2;R), then AB = BA.
Proof. We prove that if P−1AP and P−1BP are matrices in SL(2;R), then
AB = BA. It means that A and B are contained in the same maximal abelian
subgroup in SU(2). It is known that every matrix in SU(2) can be diag-
onalizable by a matrix in SU(2). We can assume A is a diagonal matrix.
Suppose that P−1AP, P−1BP ∈ SL(2;R). We write TA to the linear fraction
transform by A and so on. It is known that TP−1AP has the fixed points given
by a and a¯ (the complex conjugate of a). The fixed points of TA are 0 and
∞. Since TP sends a and a¯ to 0 and ∞ respectively, we can express TP as
TP = eiθ
z − a
z − a¯
(θ ∈ R).
It is known that this TP maps the real line to the unit circle in the complex
plane. Together with that the real linear fractional transform TP−1BP maps
the real line onto itself, we can see that TB = TP ◦TP−1BP ◦T−1P maps the unit
circle onto itself. Hence TB is expressed as
TB = eiϕ
z − ζ
−¯ζz + 1
(ϕ ∈ R).
On the other hand, we can express TB as
TB =
ξz + η
−η¯z + ¯ξ
, |ξ|2 + |η|2 = 1
since B is an element in SU(2). Since η and ζ must be zero, B is also
diagonal. This means that A and B are contained in the same maximal
abelian subgroup in SU(2). 
Remark 3.7. We have shown a more general situation. Let F be a finitely
generated group and ρ : F → SU(2) a representation. If ρ is conjugate to
an SL(2;R)-representation by a matrix in SL(2;C), then ρ is abelian.
Under an irreducible representation ρ : π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) → SL(2;C), we
write the capital letter X for ρ(x). Any conjugacy class in RSL(2;C) can be
parametrized by the triple of traces (tr X, tr Y, tr XY). This triple is deter-
mined under a choice of integers b and bi in the Seifert invariant.
Remark 3.8. These integers b, b1, b2, b3 are not unique for given a1, a2, a3.
As in [1], we can choose b = 0. We will require this assumption in the proof
of our main result.
We may assume b2 is even because a2 is odd. If b2 is odd, then we can
replace b1 and b2 with b1 + a1 and b2 − a2 respectively. We will show that
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Φ is a one–to–one correspondence between the euler class and the triple
of traces. First we assume that integers b and bi in the Seifert invariant of
Σ(a1, a2, a3) satisfy that b = 0 and b2, b3 are even. Under this assumption,
the presentation of π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) turns into
〈x, y, z, h | h central, xa1 = h−b1 , ya2 = h−b2 , za3 = h−b3 , xyz = 1〉.
The trace tr Z equals to tr(XY)−1 = tr XY . The triple (tr X, tr Y, tr XY) coin-
cides with (tr X, tr Y, tr Z).
The following two lemmas give a necessary condition for (tr X, tr Y, tr Z)
to coincide with (tr X′, tr Y ′, tr Z′). We set integers qi and ri as
−a|e(M)|bi = aiqi + ri (0 < ri < ai).
Lemma 3.9. The trace of X under ρeu is expressed as
tr X = (−1)q12 cos β1
a1
π
Similarly, the traces of Y and Z are also expressed as
tr Y = (−1)q22 cos β2
a2
π, tr Z = (−1)q32 cos β3
a3
π.
Proof. By definition, the SL(2;R)-representation ρeu = p∗ρ factors through
π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) → π1M → P˜SL(2;R). We denote the images in P˜SL(2;R)
of the generators x, y, z ∈ π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) by x˜, y˜, z˜ respectively. Since
the order |H(M;Z)| is a|e(M)|, the covering degree between Σ(a1, a2, a3)
and M also equals to a|e(M)|. The regular fiber h ∈ π1Σ(a1, a2, a3) is
sent to sh(a|e(M)|) in P˜SL(2;R). By the relation xa1 = h−b1 , we have
the relation x˜a1 = sh(−a|e(M)|b1) in P˜SL(2;R). Hence x˜ is conjugate to
sh(−a|e(M)|b1/a1).
Since the image of sh(r) has trace 2 cos rπ under the projection onto
SL(2;R), we have that
(∗) tr X = 2 cos −a|e(M)|b1
a1
π = (−1)q12 cos r1
a1
π
where −a|e(M)|b1 = a1q1 + r1 (0 < r1 < a1).
Finally we recall the relation that a(b + ∑3i=1 bi/ai) = 1. This relation
implies that a2a3b1 ≡ 1 (mod a1). Therefore we have that −a|e(M)|b1 ≡
β1a2a3b1 ≡ β1 (mod a1). Together with (∗), we obtain our claim. 
Lemma 3.10. If ρeu is conjugate to ρeu′ , then βi = β′i for all i or there is a
unique i such that β′i = ai − βi and β j = β′j for j , i.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9, the equality tr X = tr X′, tr Y = tr Y ′ and tr Z = tr Z′
give the constraints that βi = β′i or β′i = ai − βi for each i. From another
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constraints that β1/a1 + β2/a2 + β3/a3 < 1 and β′1/a1 + β′2/a2 + β′3/a3 < 1,
we must have only one different β′i from βi if there exists. 
Remark 3.11. The conclusions in Lemma 3.10 are not exclusive. When a1
equals to 2β1, the case of i = 1 in the latter conclusion coincides with the
former one.
Proposition 3.12. The map Φ : E → RSL(2;R) is one–to–one.
Proof. We prove that if the triple (tr X, tr Y, tr Z) equals to (tr X′, tr Y ′, tr Z′),
then e = e′. From Lemma 3.10 and Remark 3.11, it remains to show that if
there exists a unique i such that β′i = ai − βi, then ai = 2βi. Consequently,
e coincides with e′. We will show that a1 = 2β1 under our assumption that
b = 0, a2, a3 are odd and b2, b3 are even. Suppose that β′1 = β1 − a1. By the
equation (∗), we can express tr X as
tr X = 2 cos −a|e(M)|b1
a1
π
= 2 cos
(
−b1a2a3 +
β1b1a2a3
a1
+ b1β2a3 + b1a2β3
)
π
= −2 cos
(
β1b1a2a3
a1
+ b1β2a3 + b1a2β3
)
π,
which is due to that b1a2a3 is odd. On the other hands, we can also express
tr X′ as
tr X′ = 2 cos
(
−
β1b1a2a3
a1
+ b1β2a3 + b1a2β3
)
π
= 2 cos
(
−
β1b1a2a3
a1
− b1β2a3 − b1a2β3
)
π.
Since we assume that tr X = tr X′, we have tr X = 0 which shows that
a1 = 2β1 from Lemma 3.9. The same conclusion a1 = 2β1 can be drawn for
the cases that β′i = ai − βi for i = 2, 3 by similar arguments. These cases are
excluded by the constraints that ∑i βi/ai < 1 and ∑i β′i/ai < 1. 
We can use the set of euler classes satisfying the condition (b) in The-
orem 2.5. This is due to that the Seifert fibered space −M also induces
the same triple of traces as that for M. We can express an isomorphism
ϕ : π1M → π1(−M) as
ϕ : h 7→ h′−1, x 7→ x′h′, y 7→ y′h′, z 7→ z′h′.
Let ρ and ρ′ be the induced SL(2;R)-representations by M and −M respec-
tively. The triple for ρ is equal to that of ρ′. Note that e(−M) = −e(M) and
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h is send to sh(−a|e(−M)|) in P˜SL(2;R) under ρ′. By a similar argument in
the proof of Lemma 3.9, we can show that
tr ρ′(x) = 2 cos a|e(−M)|b1
a1
π = (−1)−q12 cos
(
−β1
a1
π
)
= tr ρ(x).
Also we have tr ρ′(y) = tr ρ(y) and tr ρ′(z) = tr ρ(z).
4. Examples
4.1. The Brieskorn homology 3-sphere Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1). We consider the
SL(2;R)-representations of π1Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1). It is known that the Brieskorn
homology 3-sphere Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1) is obtained by 1/n-surgery along the
torus knot of type (2, 3) in S 3. Here we assume that n > 0. The Casson
invariant |λ(Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1))| equals to n and the SL(2;C)-Casson invariant
λSL(2;C)(Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1)) equals to 3n by [1, Theorem 2.3]. Since the differ-
ence λSL(2;C)(Σ(2, 3, 6n+ 1))− 2|λ(Σ(2, 3, 6n+ 1))| is n, we have n conjugacy
classes of irreducible SL(2;R)-representations.
The euler classes of Γ(2, 3, 6n+ 1). There exist n euler classes βx0 + β1x1 +
β2x2+β3x3 ∈ H2(Γ(2, 3, 6n+1)) such that β = −1 and β1/2+β2/3+β3/(6n+
1) < 1. They are given by
−x0 + x1 + x2 + kx3
where 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
We denote the corresponding Seifert fibered space by Mk. The order of
H1(Mk;Z) is given by 6(n− k)+ 1. Note that Mn is the Brieskorn homology
3-sphere Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1). We can change the Seifert invariant of Mn from
{0; (1,−1), (2, 1), (3, 1), (6n + 1, n)} to {0; (1, 0), (2, 1), (3,−2), (6n + 1, n)}.
The fundamental group of π1Mn is expressed as
π1Mn = 〈x, y, z, h | h central, x2 = h−1, y3 = h2, z6n+1 = h−n, xyz = 1〉
The triples of tr X, tr Y and tr Z. By Lemma 3.9, we have the SL(2;R)-
representations induced from the euler classes. The corresponding triples
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of traces are given by
tr X = 2 cos
(
−
6(n − k) + 1
2
π
)
= 0,
tr Y = 2 cos
(
2(6(n − k) + 1)
3 π
)
= −1,
tr Z = 2 cos
(
−
(6(n − k) + 1)n
6n + 1 π
)
= 2 cos
(
−
(
n − k + k6n + 1
)
π
)
=
2 cos
(
k
6n+1π
)
n − k is even;
2 cos
(
π − k6n+1π
)
n − k is odd.
Note that the trace tr Z = 2 cos ℓ6n+1π for an SU(2)-representation must sat-
isfy that ℓ ≡ n (mod 2) and
1
6 <
ℓ
6n + 1 <
5
6 .
We can express explicit tr Z for SU(2)-representations as
tr Z = 2 cos
(
n + 2
6n + 1π
)
, 2 cos
(
n + 4
6n + 1π
)
, . . . , 2 cos
(
5n
6n + 1π
)
.
We have seen that Σ(2, 3, 6n + 1) appears in Mk. There exist examples in
which Σ(a1, a2, a3) does not appear in the sequence of Seifert fibered spaces
induced by euler classes in E.
4.2. The Brieskorn homology 3-sphere Σ(3, 5, 7). Under the constraint
that b = −1 and 0 < b1 < 3, 0 < b2 < 5 and 0 < b3 < 7, we can choose the
Seifert invariant as {0; (1,−1), (3, 2), (5, 1), (7, 1)}. Since 2/3+1/5+1/7 > 1,
Σ(3, 5, 7) does appear in the sequence of M. In fact, we have 4 euler classes
satisfying that the condition (a) in Theorem 2.5. They are given by
−x0 + x1 + x2 + x3, −x0 + x1 + x2 + 2x3,
−x0 + x1 + x2 + 3x3, −x0 + x1 + 2x2 + x3.
We can see that every corresponding Seifert fibered space M has the non–
trivial homology group H1(M;Z) by calculating the orders.
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